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    E: Elly Clarke    
    B: Bon Mott
    S: Sean Miles 
    A: Anne Wilson (chair)    
 
A transcript of a bi-hemisphere lecture presented at the Body of 
Knowledge Conference at Deakin University on 28th June 2019: 
 
00:00:   <background noise>
00:33: B:  Um, is my hairnet ok, for you? 
    E:   Yeah it looks great. Have you got your ears  

tucked in? 
    B:  <turns to show right ear>
    E:   No – that’s good. No, no, don’t tuck your ears  

in it looks good, looks great.
01:03: B:   So, I’m just gonna do a sound test… can you just 

speak up a little bit?
01:06  E:  Yep. Hello? Can you hear me?
    B:  Yup. Ok. Great.
01:11  E:  …and that’s it, yeah?
    B:  Yup that’s it!
01.27:  B:   The only thing is now that I’m seeing that side  

panel and I can’t remember how to get rid of it.
    E:  Oh, I think it’s in ‘View’ or something.
    B:  Just so you know, there’s people here.
    E:  Yeah, I can hear…
01:46: B:  Close … um hang on, can you close it, Elly?
    E:  What?
    B:  That side panel.
    E:  No, I don’t think so.
    B:  …cos I’m gonna select ‘Close’ but I’m a bit  

worried to close it.
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02:12: E:  I think…
    B:  Do you know what I mean?
    E:  Yeah.
    B:  I’m just gonna say ‘Close’… 
    E:  Yep
02:19: B:  It did it. 
    E:  OK, good.
    B:   I was just a bit nervous about that. …. Oh, and do you 

remember you were going to prepare the... the um, the 
err, voice, the computer voice reading? 

02:38: E:   Yes, I think it’s there, but I need to just do that at 
the time, I can’t prepare it.

    B:  OK.
    E:  It’s live. 
02:51:  B:   Right. So… is it? OK, I think, we’re not starting on time 

I don’t think. 
    E:  OK.
    B:  There’s only about 10 people here.  
02:56:  B:  YEAH!
02.59:  A:   OK. Hello everybody! Welcome! So, I’m the chair for 

today. And err...I’m just here to keep time… and right 
now we’ve got Elly Clarke – but you’re Bon, right?

03:14:  B:   Right, well, as #Sergina, #Sergina yeah, and Elly Clarke.
    A:  There are three, three B’s. Is that right? 
    B:  Yeah. This is Elly’s work though.
    A:   This is Elly’s work. So, Elly Clarke is a 1st year PhD 

CHASE funded scholar at the University of Sussex and 
an artist interested in the feel and experience of the 
physical body in a digitally mediated world. Her practice 
incorporates music, performance, curating, digital and 
analogue photography, film and participatory projects. 
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